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3.0.0 WARNING 

This mill may only be used as prescribed by the manufacturer – i.e. for grinding of 
ordinary, cleaned small-grained crops with a diameter of max. 8 mm and humidity 
of max. 25% as well as granulation of feed- and wooden pellets, which do not 
contain highly wearing impurities as sand, stones and metal, and with a diameter of 
max. 12 mm.  
  
In general the mill should not be used for grinding of sand, stones, metal, plastic or 
the like, which can cause abnormal wear, superheating of the grinding segments 
and sparking. 
 
If the above is not observed, the guarantee lapses.   
 
Building in the mill must be done in accordance with the ATEX-directive concerning 
danger of dust explosions.   
 
Any deviation from this is beyond the responsibility of SKIOLD. 
 
The grinding chamber may – if oxygen is added – contain an atmosphere with 
danger of explosion in the form of a cloud of dust. Therefore equipment and 
electrical components placed in connection with the grinding chamber must be Ex-
marked for use in zone 21 according to unified standards DS/EN 50014, DS/EN 
50281-1-1 and DS/EN 50281-1-2. 
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In order to observe the unified standards regarding dust explosions DS/EN 1127-1 
and DS/EN 13463-1 the mill's inlet and outlet must be hermetically connected 
directly to a closed transport system, so that bigger quantities of oxygen cannot be 
added and cause a dust explosion in the mill. 
 
As the CE/Ex marking of the mill is for the mill alone, it is important to point out 
that if the mill is built in as a component of processing equipment or a processing 
line from third party, it is the responsibility of this third party to ensure that all 
safety regulations of the complete equipment is maintained, and that it is marked 
and documented correctly according to the ATEX and CE directives. 
 
Concerning the zone classification we refer to the chapter "Ex-zone Specification". 
 
The mill may not be stored or erected outdoor as neither the mill nor the electric 
motor has the necessary degree of density. 
 
The grinding plates of the mill should under no circumstances touch each other 
when the mill is working as this may cause superheating and damage of the 
wolfram cutting edges. 
 
The outlet of the mill should not be blocked as also this may cause superheating of 
the grinding plates followed by damage. 
 
At service of the mill the electricity must be switched off at a locked safety switch. 
 
Electrical connection must be carried out by authorized electrician, and DS/EN 
60204-1 must be observed. 
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4.0.0 FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

The grinding principle of the mill is characteristic by two profiled discs, turned 
against each other, see fig. 1. 
 
One disc is mounted on the motor shaft and rotates. The other is mounted on the 
front plate of the mill on a mechanism making is possible to adjust the distance to 
the rotating disc. 
 
When the material is led into the mill through the inlet, it gets into the centre of the 
fixed disc and hits the rotating disc. The rotating disc is equipped with a distributor 
device slinging the material against the periphery of the discs where it has to pass 
through the opening between the profiled sides of the discs. 
 
The adjustable opening determins the grinding degree. In this way it is possible to 
make different grinding degrees on the same mill with a simple manual or 
automatic adjustment.  
 

Fig. 1. Operation principle 

 
 
Pos. 1 – Material entry 
Pos. 2 – Rotating grinding disc 
Pos. 3 – Fixed grinding disc with adjustment device 
Pos. 4 - Outlet 
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5.0.0 MOUNTING 

5.1.0 Erection Tools 

- Ordinary hand tool 
- Drilling machine/drilling hammer 
- Multi metre (only if the model is automatic) 
- Little socket screwdriver (only if the model is automatic) 
- Allen keys 

 

5.2.0 Erection 

Erecting the mill it is important to consider later service on the mill. There must be 
easy access to the front of the mill that is dismounted at service and change of 
wearing parts. 
The regulation device of the mill is also placed at the front plate. 
 
Besides, there must be access to the points of lubrication of the mill described in 
the chapter about maintenance.  
 
The motor of the mill may not be covered or placed in such a way that the cooling is 
insufficient. 
 
 

Fig. 2. Keep distance to the ventilation of the motor 

 

 
 
Due to the lifetime of the mill and especially of the wearing parts it is recommended 
to mount cleaning equipment and magnet before the mill so that feeding with 
impurities such as sand, stones, and steel is minimized. 
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Mount the mill directly on foundation or – if it is necessary to raise the mill further – 
on extension legs (code Nos. 260071 for SK2500 and 260072 for SK5000), 
extending the outlet height by respectively 325 and 370 mm. 
 
With ordinary operation there are not many vibrations, but it is recommended to 
properly fasten the mill onto the floor or the foundation through the four mounting 
holes of the foot as a damage if any may cause heavy unbalance or strokes if the 
mill suddenly stops. 
 
You should mount a magnet for removal of possible metallic foreign bodies in the 
material to be ground. 
 
Furthermore we recommend to mount cleaning equipment for removal of other 
impurities as sand, stones, non-magnetic metal etc., as this will increase lifetime of 
the wearing parts considerably. 
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Below a typical example of a plant: 
 

Fig. 3. Plant 

 
 
Pos. 1 - Raw materials auger for material entry 
Pos. 2 - Magnet 
Pos. 3 - Transport auger to e.g. mixer or silo 
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It must be ensured that the ground material is free to leave the mill. If not there is 
a danger of overheating of the grinding discs of the mill causing damage. 
 
If there is a danger of blocking of the outlet, a safety sensor must be placed in the 
outlet, so that the mill is stopped if the material accumulates. 
 

5.3.0 Start-Up Procedure for a Mill with Manual Regulation 

Before starting up it must be controlled that the grinding discs of the mill do not 
touch each other when the distance has been adjusted to minimum. 
 
Loosen the lock, fig. 4 pos. 3 and turn the adjustment handle, fig. 4 pos. 2,  
anticlockwise to the mechanical stop.  
 
Note: The handle can be turned to ideal working position by lifting and turning at 
the same time. 
 
 

Fig. 4. Adjustment of the mechanical stop 

 

  
 
 
Turn the motor by hand – perhaps by the ventilator wing – and control that the 
grinding discs are now close together without touching each other. 
 
The grinding discs should under no circumstance touch each other during operation 
as the hard metal cutting edge may then be damaged. 
 
If the discs touch each other, turn back the adjusting handle, fig. 4 pos. 2, a bit 
clockwise. Slightly adjust the stopping device, fig. 4, the detail picture, which is 
accessible by means of an Allen key through the cutting out of the guard, in  "+" 
direction. 
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Again turn the adjusting handle, fig. 4, pos. 2, anticlockwise to mechanical stop and 
repeat the control etc. 
 
If the opening between the discs is too large, the stop device should be adjusted 
towards "-". 
 
With correct adjustment of the stop advice and the discs put together, zero-set the 
scale fig. 4 pos. 4. Turn the scale so that the arrow points at 0.  
 
When an authorized electrician has connected the electricity, check before starting 
up that the mill is rotating in the correct direction according to the following 
instruction, fig. 5. 
 

Fig. 5. Rotating direction 
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5.4.0 Connection of Mill with Automatic Distance Regulation in General 

The connecting box of the mill is placed under the cover for servomotor at the mill 
front. Remove the cover, fig. 6 pos. 1, and the connecting box appears. 
 
 

Fig. 6. Cover over servomotor 
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5.5.0 Electronic Mill Controller Type "Universal" 

The electronic mill controller type "Universal" can be used together with most 
automatic control systems. The function of the controller is limited to automatic 
start procedure for the mill and adjusting of disc distance. 
 
 

5.5.1 Connection 

Connect the electronic mill controller to the mill according to the diagram below, fig. 
7. 
 
NB: As to the description of the connection terminals in the controller, we refer to 
the el-diagram supplied with the controller. 
 

Fig. 7. Connection of electronic mill controller type "Universal" 
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"S1" - Manual activation of servomotor for decreased opening 
between the grinding discs 

"S2" - Manual activation of servomotor for increased opening 
between the grinding discs 

"Servo" - Servomotor of the mill 
"Position pot-meter" - Position potentiometer of the mill 
"Position reference" -  Distance reference potentiometer of control box (can also be 

adjusted by 0-10 Vdc from external source, where 0 V = 
min. disk distance) 

"RP1" - Potentiometer for fine adjustment of 0-point 
"H1" - Servomotor movement in 
"H2" - Servomotor movement out 
"H3" - Green lamp for indication of correct distance 
"H4" - Red lamp for indication of alarm 
"H5" - Red lamp for indication of servomotor overload 
"H6" - Yellow lamp for indication of reference potentiometer not 

connected 
"K3", "K4" and "K5" -  Relays for outputs (230 Vac, 10 A) 
 
When the starting sequence is connected, the grinding discs of the mill are opened 
to max. distance. 
 
Activate the output "Start motor" to start the main motor of the mill. 
 
After a few seconds the controller begins to move the grinding discs closer together 
until the pre-set distance has been found, determined by the signal of "Position 
reference". 
 
If there is no signal of the input for "Position reference", the controller will decrease 
the distance between the grinding discs for a few seconds and then go into waiting 
position. 
 
When the signal has been connected and the correct distance has been reached, the 
output "Position OK" is activated, and this signal is normally used to start addition 
of grinding materials to the mill. 
 
At failure for overloaded servomotor, or if the required distance adjustment cannot 
be achieved within a certain time limit, the mill motor is stopped, and "Alarm"-
output is activated. 
 
Alarms are cancelled at re-start. 
 
NB! Use screened cable connecting the potentiometers of the automatics. The 
screen must be connected to earth. 
  
The cable to the power supply of the regulation motor must at least be 1.5 square. 
 
No other signals should be led in the same cables. 
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It is recommended, not to put the cable for the automatics directly up against other 
heavy current carrying cables, as electrical noise can be transferred between the 
cables. Consequently, the automatics may be unstable. The safety distance to 
cables is 100 mm. 
 
Upon finished connection you should test that the functioning is correct. With the 
mill standing, but with current on the control box, shortly push the "S1" and "S2" 
keys, fig. 7, and check on the scale of the mill that the automatic works in the right 
direction. In case of discrepancy, interchange the cables to the servomotor in the 
terminal screws P1.13 and P1.14. 
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5.5.2 Start-Up Procedure for Mill Controller Type  "Universal" 

Operation of the system is relatively simple. The adjustment device of the mill is 
equipped with a servomotor and a potentiometer, see fig. 7. 
 
The controller can via the value of the potentiometer read the actual distance 
between the discs. The control box is equipped with one or more reference 
potentiometers, fig. 7, that one at a time can be attached to the controller via 
manual switch or controlled by superior controller, e.g. Computermix. 
 
When a reference potentiometer is connected, the controller reads the value, and 
through activating the servomotor of the mill, the controller takes care that the mill 
potentiometer and with that the disc distance are adjusted to the value 
corresponding to the reference potentiometer is changed, the controller 
immediately changed the mill’s adjustment, till they are again harmonizing. 
 
Before start-up of a mill with automatic regulation, the system should be trimmed.  
 
NB: Before starting the running-in procedure, loosen the shaft of the mill 
potentiometer, fig. 8 pos. 4, at pointed screw, pos. 5. 
 
At first check that the mechanical stop securing that the discs cannot touch each 
other is correctly adjusted. 
 
With the mill standing, but with power supply on the controller, now press the "S1" 
key of the controller fig. 7, till the discs are totally put together and the controller 
switches off. Now by turning the mill motor by hand – possibly at the ventilator 
wing – check that the rotating disc does not touch the fixed disc. The discs may 
under no circumstances touch each other during operation, as the hard metal 
cutting edges may be damaged. 
 
If the discs touch each other, shortly press the "S2" key, fig. 7, whereafter you 
adjust the stop screw, fig. 8, pos. 3 slightly towards "+". Again press the "S1" key 
till the controller switches off, repeat the control, etc. 
 
If the opening between the discs is too large, the stop screw must be adjusted 
slightly towards "-". 
 
With the stop screw correctly adjusted and the discs put totally together, zero-set 
the scale, fig. 8, pos. 2, at the adjusting disc, so that the arrow points at 0, fig. 8 
pos. 1.  
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Fig. 8. Adjusting the scale 

 

 
 
 
In this position the potentiometer also is adjusted, fig. 8 pos. 6. Measure with a 
voltmeter between the terminal screws P1.10 (+) and P1.11 (-) on the diagram, fig. 
7. In this position approx. 2.4 volt DC must be measured when the discs are 
completely put together. 
 
Turn the potentiometer shaft, fig. 8 pos. 4, by means of a pointed pliers or the like, 
till the correct voltage is measured. Take care not to over-turn the built-in stop of 
the potentiometer. At the least increased resistance do not turn any more. 
 
With correctly connected potentiometer the voltage between the terminal screws 10 
and 11 will be increased when turning to the left (anticlockwise) and the opposite 
when turning of the right (clockwise). 
 
When the correct adjustment has been reached, again lock the potentiometer shaft 
by tightening the screw, fig. 8, pos. 5. 
 
As it is not possible to hit 2.4 volt DC exactly it is also necessary to fine adjust the 
controller itself in proportion to 0. For this purpose there is a potentiometer, fig. 7, 
"RPI" in the control print. Turn the potentiometer clockwise to extreme position. 
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 Choose one of the built-in reference potentiometers of the control box. This is 
typically done by a turning knob with a number of positions depending on the 
number of built-in reference potentiometers. 
 
At computer controlled plants it is normally also necessary to set the "manual/auto" 
–switch in position "manual". 
 
E.g. choose reference potentiometer No. 1. Turn the potentiometer to minimum 
distance (according to the marking of the control panel). When the minimum 
distance has been reached, you hear a low noise from the potentiometer. 
 
The automatic starting procedure of the controller is as follows: 
 
When the start button has been activated, the grinding discs move away from each 
other so that possible foreign bodies situated between the discs can fall out before 
starting up of the main motor. 
 
Then the mill starts. 
 
After approx. 8 seconds the adjusting of the grinding discs to the chosen setting 
begins. 
 
Now start the mill – but only for a short time – in order to control the rotating 
direction according to the draft below, fig. 9. 
 

Fig. 9. Direction of rotation 
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If the rotating direction is correct, start the mill again and let it reach top speed. 
Possibly note if the time for change from "star" to "delta" is satisfactory (possibly 
adjust at timer according to the electric diagram). 
 
When the minimum distance has been reached, the adjustment mechanism settles, 
and the green light "H3" of the control print, fig. 7, lights. If the controller for some 
reason cannot reach the wanted adjustment during the given time, it will enter into 
an alarm, and the mill must be restarted in order to try again. (is indicated with a 
red light "H4", fig. 7) 
 
With the mill operating the fine adjustment of 0 of the controller can now be done. 
As the reference potentiometer has been set at minimum distance, the disc distance 
should adjust to 0 on the scale, but it will a little before. Now slowly turn the 
potentiometer "RP1" of the controller, fig. 7, anticlockwise till the disc distance is 0. 
 
If the controller switches off with alarm, the potentiometer was turned too far and 
must be turned slightly back clockwise. Restart the mill in order to check that the 
mill can be adjusted at disc distance 0 without going into alarm. 
 
Now the running–in has been finalized. 
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5.6.0 Connection of the Electronic Mill Controller Type "NMR2" for FlexMix" 

Numerical mill regulation for FlexMix will, when it is used in connection with FlexMix 
computer controlled milling/mixing plants, normally be placed in the main panel of 
the computer, and all operations are then carried out from the FlexMix computer 
panel itself. In such case we therefore refer to the FlexMix manual concerning 
operation and running in. 
 
If NMR2 is used independent of FlexMix, it will be equipped with its own display and 
keyboard for operation, and the controller can be built into its own cabinet or in a 
large, common cabinet with other control units. 
 

5.6.1 Connection 

Fig. 10 shows an example of a typical connection diagram for NMR2. 
 

Fig. 10. Connection diagram for mill controller type "NMR2" 

 

 
 
1. PT100 temp. detector (option) 
2. Man/auto switch 
3. Start switch 
4. Signal for frequency control of proportioning auger 
5. Current meter for mill main motor 
6. Data connection for FlexMix computer (if present) 
7. Power supply 24 VDC max. 10 amp. 
8. Contactor for start of mill main motor 
9. Alarm output (NC) 
10. Mill potentiometer (placing of terminals for connection see fig. 6) 
11. Servomotor of mill (placing of terminals for connection see fig. 6)  
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5.6.2 Hardware Configuration of Mill Controller Type NMR2 

The analog inputs of the NMR2 mill controller (E1-E3) can be adjusted to 
temperature metering (PT100) or disc mill distance metering (0-10 Vdc). 
 

Fig. 11. Hardware configuration 
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The bridge circuits, fig. 11 pos. 1, (E1-E3) together with the software configuration 
determins the feature of the input. 
 
Normally input E1 is used for signal from the distance potentiometer of the dics 
mill, and this input should therefore be adjusted as shown in fig. 11 pos. 1 for 0-10 
Vdc analog signal. 
 
If temperature detectors are to be connected to the two other inputs, E2 and E3, 
the bridge circuits should be mounted as shown in fig. 11 pos. 1. 
 
The software configuration should correspond to the hardware adjustment. 
 
 

5.6.3 Hardware Test Functions 

It is possible to test the functions of all outputs directly from the controller 
hardware. 
 
To carry out this function the "AUTO"-input should be open. 
 
The function is carried out by keeping pressing the function key, fig. 11 pos. 3, 
while you key"+" or "-". 
 
All signals are zero-set when the "AUTO"-input is opened or closed. 
 
"OUT1-4", fig. 11 pos. 3, is for simulation of the analog outputs "S1-4" (0-10 Vdc). 
 
For addition of grinding materials to the mill is often used a frequency controlled 
feeding auger, and the speed signal to this is normally connected to output S1. 
 
When "OUT1" is kept in while you key "+", the signal of "S1" is increased, and when 
"-" is keyed, the signal is decreased. 
 
When "SERVO" is kept in and "+" or "-" is keyed simultaneously, the function of the 
servomotor can be tested. 
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"REL1-2" is for test of the relay functions. 
 
 

5.6.4 Reset Function 

When the NMR2 controller is supplied by SKIOLD, it will most often be pre-
programmed with most data, and in such case we advise you not to use this 
function. 
 
If, however, incorrect or badly functioning data have entered the memory of the 
controller, it is possible to re-install a set of factory data. 
 
Note! Factory data are a good starting-point. It is, however, important to 
emphasize that there will on the whole always be a need of adaptation to the actual 
task. 
 
Turn off the power supply of the controller and set switch 4, fig. 11, pos. 2, on 
"OFF". Again turn on the power and wait at least 5 seconds until you again turn off. 
Set switch 4 back on "ON" and turn on the power. 
 
The factory settings stated in the following data tables will be re-installed (see the 
chapters concerning configuration data). 
 

5.6.5 Address Setting 

When NMR2 is used together with FlexMix, the controller should have its own 
individual address, so that FlexMix can recognize it. 
 
The address setting is controlled by the first 3 positions of the switch fig. 11, pos. 2. 
We refer to the FlexMix configuration to choose the correct address setting. 
 
Address Switch 1 Switch 2 Switch 3 
1 ON ON ON 
2 OFF ON ON 
3 ON OFF ON 
 
When NMR2 is used independent of FlexMix, the address setting has no relevance. 
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5.6.6 General Operation of the Controller Type "FlexMix" 

The controller should be programmed and adjusted to the actual job, before the 
plant is started. 
 

Fig. 12. Controller front panel 

 
The data of the controller are divided into a user part and configuration data, 
respectively. Normally the controller is in the user-menu, as the configuration is 
blocked by a code. 
 
The two first figures at the left of the display describe the data parameter actually 
shown in the right side of the display. 
 
You shift between the various data parameters of a group with the keys "+" and  "-
". When you key "-" on the first parameter of a configuration data group, you shift 
to the next group (possibly see fig. 13). 
 
To change an adjustable value in a chosen parameter, briefly push the key "P", and 
the value at the right of the display starts flashing. The value can now be changed 
with the keys "+" and "-". 
 
When the wanted value has been adjusted, again push the "P"-key and keep it in, 
until the display stops the flashing, indicating that the new value has been 
registered. 
 
If you briefly push "P", the old value will be valid. 
 

Fig. 13. NMR2 programme flow 

USER
0-9

CODE 9 = 38

"-"

NMR CONFIG

CODE A0

A0-A6
SK CONFIG

B0-B9 MILL REGL.1
C0-CC MILL REGL.2

D0-DC SIMMULATION
E0-EI

CODE B0 "-"

CODE C0 "-"

CODE D0 "-"

CODE E0 "-"

CODE A6 != 38

POWER ON OR "+" "-" SIMULTANIOUSLY AT ANY TIME
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5.6.7 User Data 

User data are data to which you are given direct access, and which concern the 
daily operation. 
 
Parameter Description Data Edit 

0 Output of the actual ampere load of the mill 0-600 amp. No 

1 Mill ampere set point when the controller is in 
"mode 2" or "mode 3" (configuration code A1). 
 
At load dependant proportioning of the mill, 
the controller will try to achieve the ampere 
load stated. 
 
When the controller is in "mode 4", the speed 
of a frequency controlled proportioning auger 
can be read and programmed here (0-100) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0-600 amp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes 

2 Set point for disc distance of the mill. The 
automatic adjustment will adjust the disc 
distance to the distance stated. 

 
 
0-15.0 mm 

 
 
Yes 

3 Actual disc distance of the disc mill  0-15.0 mm No 

4 Automatic/manual state. Indication of con-
troller in automatic or manual state (controlled 
by external signal of "auto" input)  

 
 
Aut/man 

 
 
No 

5 Simulation disc mill distance adjustment. 
  
Start simulation of starting sequence and 
adjustment of stated disc distance (should not 
be used when the controller is in automatic 
operation) 

 
 
 
 
 
OFF/ON 

 
 
 
 
 
Yes 

6 Output of temperature of detector 1 (if 
connected – otherwise is stated "DEF")  

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

7 Output of temperature of detector 2 (if 
connected – otherwise is stated "DEF") 

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

8 Output of temperature of detector 3 (if 
connected – otherwise is stated "DEF") 

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

9 Password for configuration 38 Yes 
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5.6.8 Configuration Data Group "A" for Setup of Controller 

Configuration data, group "A" concerns the basic setup of the controller. 
 
You have access to the data of the user menu line 9, when code "38" is keyed in 
and accepted. 
 
NOTE! Data of this and the next chapter should not be altered during an automatic 
process.  
 

Parameter Description Data Factory 
Setting 

A0 Function adaptation. 
"OLD" = independent function. 
"NEW"= function together with FlexMix 

 
 
OLD/NEW 

 
 
OLD 

A1 Mode of adaptation: 
2 = load dependent proportioning and 

automatic adjustment of disc 
distance 

3 = load dependent proportioning and 
variable mill speed (data for disc 
distance in this case are used as 
speed indication)  

4 = automatic adjustment of disc 
 distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0,2,3,4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 

A2 Analog input 1 mode 0-10 Vdc or PT100 
temp. 
0=0-10 Vdc, 1=PT100 temperature 
measurement (also see hardware 
adjustment) 

 
 
 
 
0-1 

 
 
 
 
0 

A3 Analog input 2 mode 0-10 Vdc or PT100 
temp. 
0=0-10 Vdc, 1=PT100 temperature 
measurement (also see hardware 
adjustment) 

 
 
 
 
0-1 

 
 
 
 
0 

A4 Analog input 3 mode 0-10 Vdc or PT100 
temp. 
0=0-10 Vdc, 1=PT100 temperature 
measurement (also see hardware 
adjustment) 

 
 
 
 
0-1 

 
 
 
 
0 

A5 Analog output for variable mill speed 1-4 0 

A6 Back to user data. 
Key in value different from 38 to go back 
to user data, or key in "+" and "-" 
simultaneously.  

 
 
 
0-99 
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5.6.9 Configuration Data Group "B" for Disc Mill Functions 

Parameter Description Data Factory 
Setting 

B0 Analog input no. for mill potentiometer 
signal (E1-E3) 

1-3 1 

B1 Function for alteration of disc distance in 
connection with calibration of disc mill  
potentiometer. DEC = decrease distance. 
INC = increase distance. SIN = stop 

 
 
 
DEC/INC/SIN 

 
 
 
SIN 

B2 Calibration value for max. disc distance in 
mm (to be determined and encoded in 
connection with running-in procedure) 

 
 
0-15.0 

 
 
- 

B3 Output of the actual signal from mill 
potentiometer 

 
0-10.00 

 
- 

B4 The registered signal from potentiometer at 
max. distance between discs (Vdc) 

 
0-10.00 

 
- 

B5 The registered signal from potentiometer at 
min. distance between discs (Vdc) 

 
0-10.00 

 
- 

B6 Alarm time-out for servo motor (seconds). 
If the required setting is not achieved within 
the time stated, the alarm is activated 

 
 
 
0-99 

 
 
 
20 

B7 Servo motor pulsing OFF time (1/100 sec.) 
at stepwise movement for fine adjusting 

 
 
0-250 

 
 
80 

B8 Servo motor pulsing ON time (1/100 sec.) 
at stepwise movement for fine adjusting 

 
 
0-250 

 
 
10 

B9 Servo motor max. ampere. When the power 
consumption exceeds this limit, the motor is 
disconnected. In this way it is registered 
that the servo motor is in outer position. 

 
 
 
 
0-5 

 
 
 
 
1.5 
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5.6.10 Configuration Data Group "C" and "D" for Load Dependant 
Proportioning 

The adjusting parameters of group "C" are used when the mill controller start input 
is activated. 
 
"C" parametres can be used in combination with disc mill. 
 
An alternative set "D" parametres can be programmed, and are used when the start 
input is open. These parametres cannot be used together with an automatic disc 
mill. 
 

Parameter Description Data Factory 
Setting 

C0 Calibration of current meter (e.g. 25 for 
25A/5A meter) 

 
25-600 

 
25 

C1 Analog output for signal to frequency 
controlled feeding device 

 
1-4 

 
1 

C2 Available   

C3 Adjusting window around set point for mill 
amp. Within this you should adjust slowly 

 
0-99 

 
2 

C4 Partial acceleration speed in seconds. The 
time it takes for the feeding device to 
change speed from max. to min.  

 
 
0-255 

 
 
100 

C5 Acceleration speed in seconds. The time it 
takes for the feeding device to change 
speed from min. to max. 

 
 
0-255 

 
 
100 

C6 Mill idle running ampere. Used to detect 
finalized grinding 

 
0-600 

 
10 

C7 Time for detection of finalized grinding in 
seconds. The power consumption should be 
less than the idle running consumption 
(programmed in C6) in the programmed 
time before grinding has been finalized 

 
 
 
 
0-999 

 
 
 
 
130 

C8 Time for start of mill, seconds. When the 
main motor of the mill is started, this timer 
starts. When the time has expired, feeding 
of the mill starts 

 
 
 
0-999 

 
 
 
10 

C9 Time for filling of the feeding device in 
seconds. When the feeding device has been 
started, it operates with a constant speed 
(programmed in CA) during the 
programmed time. Then the automatic 
adjustment of the capacity starts 

 
 
 
 
 
0-999 

 
 
 
 
 
10 

CA Start-up speed for feeding device. The 
feeding device proportions with this fixed 
speed during the time programmed in C9 

 
 
0-10 

 
 
5 
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Parameter Description Data Factory 
Setting 

CB Feeding device max. speed. Programming 
this parameter it is possible to avoid the 
feeding device to increase capacity 
inappropriately much, if e.g. during a period 
there is a break of addition of material to 
the feeding device, or if during a period 
very light materials are added 

 
 
 
 
 
 
0-10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
9 

CC Feeding device min. speed. Here the min. 
speed of the feeding device is set. Adjusting 
of the capacity in proportion to the load of 
the mill takes care between the two 
limitations in CB and CC 

 
 
 
 
0-10 

 
 
 
 
1 

 
 

5.6.11 Adjusting Diagram for Load Dependant Feeding of Mill 

Below is shown an example of the functioning of the controller and effect of the 
parameters. 
 
 

Fig. 14. Adjusting diagram 
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5.6.12 Simulation and Calibration Functions 

In this chapter all the in- and output functions of the controller can be tested, and 
power and temperature detectors can be calibrated. 
 
Parametre Description Data 

E0 Actual analog signals of input E1 when it has been 
configurated to power input Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

E1 Actual analog signal of input E2 when it has been 
configurated to power input Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

E2 Actual analog signal of input E3 when it has been 
configurated to power input Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

E3 Actual signal of input E1, when it has been 
configurated to temperature measurement °C. 
At error indication, the signal is calibrated by 
encoding the actual temperature value 

 
 
 
-40-240 

E4 Actual analog signal of input E2, when it has been 
configurated to temperature measurement °C. 
At error indication, the signal is calibrated by 
encoding the actual temperature value  

 
 
 
-40-240 

E5 Actual signal of input E3, when it has been 
configurated to temperature measurement °C. 
At error indication, the signal is calibrated by 
encoding the actual temperature value 

 
 
 
-40-240 

E6 Status for AUTO/MAN input AUT/MAN 

E7 Status for START input ON/OFF 

E8 Output and editing of the actual signal on analog 
output S1 Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

E9 Output and editing of the actual signal on analog 
output S2 Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

EA Output and editing of the actual signal on analog 
output S3 Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

EB Output and editing of the actual signal on analog 
output S4 Vdc 

 
0-10.00 

EC When "P" is briefly keyed in, the actual ampere load 
of the servo motor is shown. The motor is activated 
by keeping "+" or "-" in. 
Again briefly key in "P" to finalize the function. 

 
 
 
0-5.00 

ED When "P" is briefly keyed in, the actual signal from 
the mill potentiometer is shown. The servo motor is 
activated by keeping "+" or "-" in. 
The function is finalized by briefly encoding "P".  

 
 
 
0-10.00 
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Parametre Description Data 

EE Activation and status of relay 1. 
To change encode "P" briefly and then "+" or "-". 
Briefly key "P" to finalize. 

 
 
ON/OFF 

EF Activation and status of relay 2. 
To change encode "P" briefly and then "+" or "-". 
Briefly key "P" to finalize. 

 
 
ON/OFF 

EI Output of mill main motor amp-load.  
At error indication the signal, provided that the 
correct transformer size has been chosen in 
configuration code C0, can be calibrated by 
encoding the actual, true amp-load.  

 
 
 
 
0-600 

 
 

5.6.13 Running-In Procedure for Disc Mill 

Note! Before starting the running-in procedure, loosen the shaft of the mill 
potentiometer, pos. 4, at pointed screw, pos. 5. 
 
To get access to this dismantle the guard above the servo motor, fig. 6 pos. 1. 
 
Most values have been pre-programmed in the controller at delivery. There are, 
however, some parameters concerning way of functioning and automatic distance 
adjustment to be set for the actual mill. 
 
No automatic process of the plant should be running, and start input, fig. 10 pos. 3, 
should not be activated while the mill controller is adjusted.  
 

Fig. 15. Potentiometer and scale 
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1. Choose password "9" of the mill controller and encode password to 
configuration (38). 

 
2. Choose configuration code "A1" and adjust the controller to mode "2", if you 

use a disc mill with load dependant proportioning. Otherwise adjust to mode 
"4" if you use a disc mill without load dependant proportioning. 

 
3. Check that configuration code A2 has been set at "0", and that hardware 

jumpers for analog input E1 have been set at 0-10 Vdc signal (see the chapter 
"Hardware Configuration"). 

 
4. Check that the configuration codes "B6-9" have been adjusted as stated in the 

table "Configuration Data Group "B" for Disc Mill Functions" above.  
 
5. Choose configuration code "C0" and adjust the size of instrument transformer 

for mill main motor. This is important for correct output of ampere 
consumption and automatic adjustment of addition to the mill (see transformer 
data of the el-documentation or read directly on the instrument transformer). 

 
6. Test the servo motor potentiometer function by means of the simulation 

function. Choose code ED and briefly key in "P". On the mill scale check that 
the distance is increased when "+" is kept in, and decreased when "-" is kept 
in. 

 
7. If the function is opposite, interchange the two cables to the servo motor 

(terminals 13 and 14 to connection box). Repeat from point 6.  
 
8. Keep "-" in, until the adjustment goes to minimum. The motor is automatically 

disconnected when it meets the 0-point stop. 
 
9. Check that the discs are actually close together without touching each other. 

The grinding discs should under no circumstances touch each other during 
operation. The mechanical stop, fig. 15 pos. 3, prevents this.  

 
Check is carried out through the outlet of the mill or by turning the motor by 
hand at the fan wing. 
 
Alternately turn the adjusting screw, fig. 15 pos. 3, slightly towards "-" and 
activate the "-" key until the discs touch each other slightly. 

 
10. Now remove the discs from each other by means of the "+" key, and turn back 

the adjusting screw, fig. 15 pos. 3, a little towards "+". 
 
11. Again activate "-" and check that the grinding discs do not touch each other 

when the adjustment goes against the stop. 
 
12. At min. distance set the scale of mill at 0.0 mm, fig. 15 pos. 1 and 2.  
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13. Via display of the controller now adjust the potentiometer signal to approx. 7.0 
Vdc at distance 0.0 mm by turning the shaft of the potentiometer, fig. 15 pos. 
4. At correctly connected potentiometer the signal should be decreased when 
the potentiometer shaft is turned anticlockwise and increased when it is turned 
clockwise.  

 
If the signal reacts oppositely, the cables from potentiometer to terminals 10 
and 12 be interchanged. Now repeat point 13 once more. 
 

14. With the correct signal attach the shaft in the position by the pointed screw, 
fig. 15  pos. 5, and finalize the simulation function by briefly keying "P".  

 
15. Choose configuration code B1 and activate the distance adjustment to achieve 

min. distance ("DEC"). Let the servo motor operate without being disturbed 
until it is automatically stopped at min. distance (the function can be cancelled 
by briefly keying "P"). 

 
16. Choose configuration code B1 and activate the distance adjustment to achieve 

max. distance (“INC”). Let the servo motor operate without being disturbed 
until it is automatically stopped at max. distance (the function can be cancelled 
by briefly keying “P”). 

 
17. Encode the actually read scale value at max. distance in configuration code B2.  
 
The running-in procedure has now been finalized. Check that the result is 
satisfactory by going back to the user menu by keying in "-" and "+" 
simultaneously. 
 
Then start up the mill manually via the control panel or the mill controller 
simulation function, user code 5. 
 
Await the mill to automatically adjusting the disc distance to max. until the main 
motor is started. 
 
Check that the direction of rotation is correct according to fig. 9. 
 
After 5 seconds the automatic distance adjustment begins to find the required 
position. The position of the mill scale should correspond to the value in the 
controller user menu code "2". 
 
If the position required cannot be reached within the time set as alarm limit, 
configuration code B6, alarm "DEF 2" appears at the display (the alarm is erased by 
re-starting the mill). 
 
Try to change the value of user code "2" (with the mill operating without material 
between the discs) and check at scale that the distance adjustment reacts according 
to this (+/- 0.1 mm). 
 
At error repeat the running-in procedure from the beginning. 
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6.0.0 OPERATION 

6.1.0 Field of Application 

The disc mill may be used for grinding of ordinary cleaned small-grained seed crops 
in storage dry condition and with a maximum diameter of 8 mm. Wheat, barley etc. 
can furthermore be ground from gas proof silo with up to 25% moisture content. 
However, please note that the capacity is reduced by approx. 5% for each 
percentage of moisture content higher than 15% - for example 18% moisture 
content reduces the capacity by (18-15) x 5 = 15%. 
 
The disc mill is also suitable for granulation of clean pelleted feed products, and 
sawdust, with a pellet diameter of up to Ø 12 mm. 
 
In general the mill is not suitable for grinding of sticky materials. Seeds containing 
fat and oil such as rape can, however, be ground in smaller quantities and with a 
minimum disc distance of 0.5 mm if you change with dry cereals. 
 
In general the mill should not be used for grinding of sand, stones, metal, plastic, 
and the like. It can cause abnormal wear, superheating of the grinding segments 
and sparkle formation. 
 
If the above mentioned points are not kept, the guarantee becomes void. 
 

6.2.0 Safety Systems of the Mill 

The mill is equipped with several safety systems to reduce the risk of inappropriate 
state that may lead to breakdowns. 
 
The main motor is secured against overloading by an overload relay. 
 
A capacitive indicator in the outlet of the mill (recommended additional equipment) 
stops the material addition to the mill and the mill main motor via the electrical 
contol if a blocking of material is ascertained. 
 
If the automatic distance adjustment of the mill cannot find place, or if it cannot 
maintain the correct adjustment, the mill is stopped. 
 
The above mentioned safety systems should not give occasion to less supervision 
and maintenance, and the instructions of the chapter about maintenance should 
always be observed. 
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6.3.0 Operation in General – Manually Adjusted Mill 

The below sketch drawing shows the placing of the operating handles on the mill 
front. 
 
 

Fig. 16. Operation 

 

 
 
Pos. 1 – Lubricating point 
Pos. 2 – Handle for adjusting the disc distance 
Pos. 3 - Lock 
Pos. 4 - Scale  
Pos. 5 – Inlet throttle 
 
The inlet throttle, fig. 16 pos. 5, simply regulates the capacity of the disc mill if no 
other feeding device is used before the mill. Take care that the throttle is closed 
during start-up and before filling grain into the mill inlet, as the mill cannot start 
with material between the discs. 
 
Likewise, to secure complete emptying of the mill, the throttles must be closed 
before the mill is brought to a complete stop.  
 
If the mill is equipped with a feeding device, the throttle can normally remain open, 
but still the discs have to be free of material during start-up and the mill should be 
empty before it is brought to complete stop. 
 
The scale, fig. 16 pos. 4, shows the actual disc distance, determining the grinding 
degree. 
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For change of distance between the discs, first loosen the safety lock fig. 16 pos. 3, 
and then turn the handle fig. 16 pos. 2. The handle can be adjusted to a suitable 
working posture at first by lifting and turning the handle at the same time. 
 
The discs should never be allowed to touch each other, as this will damage the 
metal cutting edges. Yet the mill has a built-in security stop to prevent this from 
happening – if it is correctly adjusted (see "start-up procedure for manually 
adjusted mill"). 
 
When the scale shows the wanted adjustment, again lock the adjusting device by 
means of handle fig. 16 pos. 3. 
 
Note: The capacity of the disc mill is very dependent on the actual distance 
between the discs.  
 
When grinding small-grained cereals for feed for pigs, a distance of 0.8 mm 
between the discs is recommended as a start. 
 
When grinding larger cereals or feed for poultry, the distance can be larger. 
 
 

6.4.0 Operation in General – Automatically Adjusted Mill 

The same general instructions are current for operation of the automatically as of 
the manually regulated mill, but the adjustment of the disc distance itself is 
different as this is normally done automatically and controlled by a milling/mixing 
computer. 
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6.4.1 Operation of Controller Type "Computermix" 

Fig. 14 shows an example of a controller of the type "Computermix" for plants with 
automatically adjusted mill. 
 

Fig. 17. Controller type "Computermix" 
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Before starting up the plant the disc distance for each raw material should be 
adjusted. E.g. choose to adjust raw material 1. 
 
Set the raw materials change, fig. 17 pos. 3 on 1. 
 
Set the manual/auto-switch, fig. 17 pos. 4, in position "manual". 
 
Start the mill with the manual starter, fig. 17 pos. 5. 
 
Now the mill starts and adjusts the disc distance with reference to the 
potentiometer for raw material 1. 
 
While the mill is working it is now possible to change the disc distance for raw 
material 1 by turning the potentiometer with a small screwdriver. 
 
Note the rotation specification on the sign, fig. 17 pos. 1. 
 
The scale on the front plate of the mill, fig. 16 pos.4 shows the actual disc distance. 
 
When raw material 1 has been adjusted to the wanted distance, turn the raw 
materials change, fig. 17 pos. 3, to e.g. 2, hereafter the disc distance for raw 
material 2 can be adjusted etc. 
 
When the adjustment of the disc distance has been finalized, stop the mill by 
turning the manual starter, fig. 17 pos. 5 back to 0. 
 
Then set the manual/auto-switch, fig. 17 pos. 4 back to "auto", and the plant is 
ready for automatic operation. 
 

6.4.2 Operation of Controller type "NMR2" for "FlexMix" 

Normally this controller forms part of a "FlexMix" system, and in this case all 
adjustments are controlled automatically via the in types in the mix recipes (read 
the instruction manual for FlexMix). 
 
When the controller is used as a "stand alone" unit, it is possible to program certain 
data as disc distance and mill amp. load via the control panel.  
 
The starting sequence of the mill can also be activated manually from here. 
 

Fig. 18. Control panel 
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The data of the controller is divided into a user part and configuration data, 
respectively. The controller will normally be in the user menu, as the configuration 
is locked by a code. 
 
The two first digits from the left of the display describe the data parameter actually 
being shown in the right side of the display. 
 
To shift between the various data parameters of a group, use the keys  "+" and "-". 
When you key "-" on the first parameter of a configuration data group, you shift to 
the next group (possibly see fig. 13). 
 
To change an editable value of a chosen parameter, briefly push "P", and the value 
in the right side of the display starts flashing. The value can now be changed by the 
"+" and "-" keys. 
 
When the value required has been set, push and hold the "P" key until the display 
stops flashing, indicating that the new value has been registered. If "P" is only 
briefly pushed, the old value will still be valid. 
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The following table shows the available user data and their meaning.  
 
Parameter Description Data Edit 

0 Output of actual amp. load of the mill 0-600 amp. No 

1 Mill amp. set point when the controller is in 
"mode 2 or 3" (configuration code A1). 
At load dependant proportioning to the mill 
the controller will try to reach the amp. load 
stated. 
When the controller is in "mode 4", the speed 
of the frequency controlled proportioning 
auger can be read and programmed here (0-
100) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0-600 amp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes 

2 Set point for disc mill disc distance. 
The automatic adjustment will adjust the disc 
distance to the stated distance. 

 
 
0-15 mm 

 
 
Yes 

3 Actual disc distance of disc mill  0-15 mm No 

4 Auto/manual mode. 
Indication of automatic or manual mode of the 
controller (supervised by external signal of the 
"auto" input)  

 
 
 
Aut/man 

 
 
 
No 

5 Simulation of disc mill distance adjustment.  
Start simulation of the starting-up sequence 
and adjustment of stated disc distance 
(should not be used when the controller is in 
automatic mode). 

 
 
 
 
OFF/ON 

 
 
 
 
Yes 

6 Output of temperature of detector 1 (if 
connected)  

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

7 Output of temperature of detector 2 (if 
connected) 

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

8 Output of temperature of detector 3 (if 
connected) 

 
-40-240 C 

 
No 

9 Password for configuration 38 Yes 
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7.0.0 MAINTENANCE 

The disc mill requires very little maintenance. 
 
If you grind raw materials containing fat or oil such as rape, we recommend to open 
the mill as a minimum every 14 days for cleaning of the mill housing in order to 
prevent putrefaction. 
 
Furthermore, we recommend as a minimum approx. every 500 operation hours to 
lubricate the bearings of the mill and adjustment mechanism. 
 
Lubrication is done with grease from a grease gun. Add approx. 1-2 strokes from 
the grease gun into the two lubrication points fig. 16 pos. 1. We recommend that 
the mill does not work when the adjustment mechanism is lubricated in order to 
prevent that the grinding discs touch each other if the fat is pressed in too quickly. 
 
After lubrication we recommend to let the adjustment device go in and out a couple 
of times so that the fat is distributed before the mill is started again.  
 
Also use caution when the bearing is lubricated. The fat should be pressed in slowly. 
If not, you risk that the shaft seals are pressed out. For the same reason the 
bearing should not be covered. 
 
We recommend that you check the wearing parts regularly or at least each 500 
operation hours. 
 
Enabling you to check the wearing parts you should dismantle the front of the mill. 
This is simply done by removing the six Allen screws placed along the edge, fig. 19 
pos. 1. 
 

Fig. 19. Opening the front cover 
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There is access to the screw behind the throttle through the hole in the throttle fig. 
19 pos. 2. Also dismount connections to the inlet of the mill if any. 
 
Hereafter the front plate can be removed. Take care not to damage handles or 
electrical adjustment devices, when the front plate is put on the floor or the like. 
 

Fig. 20. Wearing parts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can now check the wearing of the distributor irons, fig. 20 pos 3, inlet rings fig. 
20 pos. 2 and 7, and grinding units, fig. 20 pos. 1 and 6. All wearing parts can be 
replaced individually when necessary. 
 
The indication of worn distributor irons and inlet rings is reduced capability to take 
in material between the grinding discs, especially when using coarse-grained 
material (material stuck in the inlet). 
 
The inlet rings should, however, under any circumstances be replaced before they 
are worn so much that the front edge of the hard metal cutting edges of the 
grinding unit is laid open, fig. 21. If not, there may be a risk of damage if foreign 
bodies enter the machine. 
 
Worn inlet rings can cause destructive superheating of grinding segments. 
 
The visible part of the hard metal cutting edge should be max. 3 mm. 
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Fig. 21. Control of worn inlet rings 
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1. Grinding unit 
2. Inlet ring 
3. Distribution iron 
4. Runner or stationary plate 

 
The indication of worn grinding units is reduced grinding quality and reduced 
capacity. 
 
When new wearing parts are mounted, the surfaces of contact should be cleaned 
carefully. If not, the discs may "leap" and maybe touch each other. 
 
Also mount new screws fig. 20 pos. 4, when the feeding rings are replaced and 
when mounting new grinding units, fig. 20 pos. 5.  
 
It is extremely important that the surfaces of contact are absolutely clean. If not, 
the newly mounted spare parts may be damaged. The feeding units are supplied 
glued into mounting rings. 
 
When dismounting the old rings it is necessary also to dismount the inlet rings. 
When new rings are mounted, we recommend mounting new screws, fig. 20 pos. 5. 
 
When the front plate is mounted onto the mill again, it is again very important to 
keep the surfaces of contact absolutely clean, as otherwise you risk that the 
grinding units are not parallel causing reduced grinding capability. 
 
Before the mill is started again you must check that the grinding discs do not touch 
each other at minimum distance as described in running-in procedure. 
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8.0.0 FAULT FINDING 

8.1.0 Ascertained Fault, Cause, and Remedy 

The mill does not start: 
 
- Failure in the power supply. Control that there is network voltage, and replace 

defect fuses, if any. 
- The mill is disconnected due to overload. Reset excess current relay/motor 

protection. 
 
The mill starts, but stops the grinding due to overload: 
 
- The material is added too quickly. Reduce the capacity of the material intake. 
- Outlet blocked. Control that the ground material can leave the mill freely. 
 
The quality of the ground material is not satisfactory (too coarse): 
 
- The grinding units are worn. Replace them. 
- 0-point displaced. Control the adjustment of stop for 0-point according to 

chapter running-in procedure. 
 
The mill does not take in the material, and the load of the motor is low: 
 
- Distributor iron is worn. Replace it. 
- Feeding rings are worn. Replace them. 
 

8.1.1 Only for Automatically Adjusted Mill 

The mill starts, but the automatic adjustment mechanism does not find its position: 
 
- Faulty connected mill potentiometer. Control the wires. 
- The reference potentiometer has not been connected. Control the electric panel 

for correct function or loose connections (only universal mill controller). 
- Reference potentiometer defective. Replace it  (only universal mill controller). 
 
The mill starts, and the automatic adjustment mechanism tries to get into position, 
but the discs go to adjustment 0, and the mill disconnects, or the adjustment 
mechanism shuttles: 
 
- Defective mill potentiometer. Replace it. 
- Mill potentiometer loose or faulty adjusted. Check, the chapter about running-in 

of automatic distance adjustment, adjustment of mill potentiometer. 
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9.0.0 DISMANTLING THE MILL 

There are no precautions when dismounting the disc mill. The mill contains no parts 
dangerous to your health or the environment and can be destroyed as ordinary 
scrap iron. 
 
 

10.0.0 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

10.1.0 Dimensional Drawing 

 
Fig. 22. Dimensional drawing 

 
 

10.2.0 Technical Specifications 
 SK2500 SK5000 
 
Motor 5.5/7.5 kW 2800 rpm 15/22kW 2800rpm  
Disc diameter (external) 300 mm  450 mm 
Distance regulation Manual/automatic Manual/automatic 
Noise level App. 80 dB App. 80 dB 
Weight 144/150 kg 291/346 kg 
 
Capacity kg/hour: 5.5 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 22 kW 
 
Barley 700-1400 1000-1900 1700-3200 2400-4700 
Wheat 750-1500 1000-2000 1800-3500 2500-5000 
Maize 500-1500   700-2000 1200-3500 1700-5000 
Oats 600-1000   800-1300 1400-2300 2000-3200 
Peas 500-1500   750-2000 1200-3500 1700-5000 
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11.0.0 EX ZONE SPECIFICATION 

 

Fig. 23. Ex zones 

 
 
 
Ex-zones according to harmonized standards DS/EN 1127-1, DS/EN 50281-3, 
DS/EN 13463-1. 
 
Around the mill and in a distance of min. 1 m to the extreme point is zone 22. 
Inside the mill is zone 21. 
 
In order to observe above zones the mill should be equipped with closed inlet and 
outlet. Furthermore the mill should be kept clean of dust cover by regular cleanings. 
 
If the mill is placed near other equipment with a zone stated to have larger danger 
of explosion, and so that the zones are overlapping each other, the most important 
zone statement is valid in the overlapped area. 
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12.0.0 SPARE PARTS 

12.1.0 Manual Adjustment  
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12.2.0 Mill Housing, Rotating Parts and Servo  
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12.3.0 Adjustment  
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12.3.1 Item Numbers 
Pos. Item No. Item No. Item No. Item No. Description 
 
 SK2500 SK2500 SK5000 SK5000 
 Man. Aut. Man. Aut. 
 
Manual Adjustment 
 
10 266246  266246  Tightening handle (1) 
23 6205052  6205052  Tension pin 4x24 (1) 
24 6302017  6302017  Tightening handle (1) 
 
Mill Housing, Rotating Parts and Servo 
 
1   224007 224007 Washer (1) 
2 2340027 2340027   Motor 5.5 kW 2800 rpm (1) 
 2340028 2340028   Motor 7.5 kW 2800 rpm (1) 
   2340155 2340155 Motor 15 kW 2800 rpm (1) 
   2340156 2340156 Motor 22 kW 2800 rpm (1) 
4  2392085  2392085 Gear motor (1) 
8 261077 261077 261083 261083 Runner plate 5.5-7.5-15 kW (1) 
   261089 261089 Runner plate 22 kW (1) 
9 261113 261113 261114 261114 Grinding part, 3 steps,   
     set with screws (2) 
12 261109 261109 261110 261110 Inlet ring, Hard metal-strengthened, 
     set with screws (1) 
13 266201 266201 266228 266228 Housing (1) 
14+19 261100 261100 261103 261103 Distributor iron, set with  
     screws and base (1) 
15  266252  266252 Cogwheel 12 teeth (1) 
16  266271  266272 Gear motor guard (1) 
20  266399  266399 Potentiometer (1) 
23 2700086 2700086 2700086 2700086 Lubricator nipple (1) 
40 6403056 6403056 6403057 6403057 Bearing (1) 
41 6408036 6408036 6408038 6408038 Oil seal (1) 
42 6408037 6408037 6408039 6408039 Oil seal (1) 
43 6408025 6408025 6408040 6408040 Locking ring (1) 
44 6408024 6408024 6408041 6408041 Locking ring (3) 
47 6802148 6802148 6802148 6802148 Angle (2) 
48 7003719 7003719 7003719 7003719 Copper pipe (1) 
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Pos. Item No. Item No. Item No. Item No. Description 
 
 SK2500 SK2500 SK5000 SK5000 
 Man. Aut. Man. Aut. 
 
Adjustment 
 
2 261076G 261076G 261085G 261085G Inlet pipe (1) 
3 261078 261078 261088 261088 Guide (3) 
5 261135G 261135G 261136G 261136G Insert (1) 
6 261148 261148 261156 261156 Cogwheel (1) 
8 261146B 261147B 261158B 261158B Cover (1) 
13 266206G 266206G 266241G 266241G Throttle f. inlet pipe (1) 
15 266266 266266 266254 266254 Slide bearing (3) 
17 266306 266306 266260 266260 Scale (1) 
18 266213 266213 266261 266261 Compression spring (3) 
20 266263 266263 266263 266263 Key 4x4x10 (1) 
21 266216 266216 266287 266287 Toothed rim (1) 
22 266253 266253 266288 266288 Gear wheel (1) 
32 266389G 266389G 266406G 266406G Cover (1) 
33 266393 266393 266409 266409 Fixed plate (1) 
33 7004627 7004627 7004627 7004627 Felt strip 
     (1.4 m for SK2500 
      2.1 m for SK5000) 
66 6900336 6900336 6900336 6900336 Slide bearing (4) 
 
 
 
Only original spare parts should be used. 
 
The number of each part per machine is indicated by the figure in brackets. 
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13.0.0 CE/ATEX-DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 

 
The signer 

 
SKIOLD Sæby A/S 

 
Kjeldgaardsvej, 9300 Sæby, Denmark, tel. No. +45 99 89 88 87 

 
hereby declares that: 

 
Description Type 
 
SK2500 5.5 kW, manually adjusted 260100 
SK2500 5.5 kW, automatically adjusted  260101 
SK2500 7.5 kW, manually adjusted 260102 
SK2500 7.5 kW, automatically adjusted 260103 
SK5000 15 kW, manually adjusted 260104 
SK5000 15 kW, automatically adjusted  260105 
SK5000 22 kW, manually adjusted 260106 
SK5000 22 kW, automatically adjusted 260107 
SK2500 for 5.5 and 7.5 kW, without motor, manually adjusted 260108 
SK2500 for 5.5 and 7.5 kW, without motor, automatically adjusted  260109 
SK5000 for 15 kW, without motor, manually adjusted 260110 
SK5000 for 15 kW, without motor, automatically adjusted  260111 
SK5000 for 22 kW, without motor, manually adjusted 260112 
SK5000 for 22 kW, without motor, automatically adjusted 260113 
 
are constructed for erection in ATEX zone 22 and constructed and 
manufactured in conformity with the following directives: 
 
Directive  Standard 
 
CE/ATEX directives 2006/42/EC and  DS/EN ISO 12100-1 
1994/09/EC with revisions DS/EN ISO 12100-2 
 DS/EN 294 
 DS/EN 50281-1-1 

 DS/EN 50281-1-2 
 DS/EN 60204-1 
 DS/EN 13463-1 

 DS/EN 1127-1 
 
 
 
 
Sæby, Denmark, 08.11.2011 _______________________ 
Place and date of issue Samuel Waldorph 
  Managing Director 
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